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(54) DATA MULTIPLEXER AND ITS METHOD

(57) Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a data multiplexer and its method

where a signal not used by a receiver side is not produced by

recognizing a bit rate of an input signal and setting dynamically an

output bit rate from the input bit rate.

SOLUTION: A header analysis section 22 analyzes headers of three PES

streams to read input bit rate information. A bit rate calculation

section 34 calculates an output bit rate from the bit rate

information or the like analyzed by the header analysis section 22. A

data output control section 36 controls a bit rate of a bit stream

outputted from a multiplex register 31 to an output buffer 37

according to the bit rate calculated by the bit rate calculation

section 34.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the data multiplexer which multiplexes two or moren

piece coding stream data A two or moren piece storage means to

memorize temporarily the coding stream data of the n above-mentioned

plurality, A rate information detection means to detect the rate

information added to the coding stream data of the n above-mentioned

plurality, A selection-control means to search the data occupation of

the storage means of the n above-mentioned plurality, to shift, and

to choose that storage means, Data multiplexer characterized by

having a change means to change and output the coding stream from the

storage means chosen by the above-mentioned selection-control means,

and an output means for multiplexing the change output from the

above-mentioned change means.

[Claim 2] The above-mentioned change means is the control data about

the program which the above-mentioned coding stream data other than

the coding stream data from the storage means of the n above-

mentioned plurality constitute, the data which fill the clearance

between the above-mentioned bit streams, and data multiplexer

according to claim 1 further characterized by changing the header

data of packet-ized data by control of the above-mentioned selection-

control means.

[Claim 3] The above-mentioned rate information detection means is



data multiplexer according to claim 1 characterized by detecting the

rate information added to the header unit of the above-mentioned

coding stream data.

[Claim 4] The above-mentioned rate information detection means is

data multiplexer according to claim 1 characterized by detecting the

rate information added to the pay-load field of the above-mentioned

coding stream data.

[Claim 5] Data multiplexer according to claim 1 characterized by

having a rate count means to calculate the target output rate of the

multiplexing bit stream from the above-mentioned output means using

the rate information from the above-mentioned rate information

detection means, and an output-control means to control the output

rate of the above-mentioned multiplexing bit stream according to the

target output rate from this rate count means.

[Claim 6] Data multiplexer according to claim 5 characterized by

supplying the bit rate information on the control data by which

multiplex is carried out to the above-mentioned rate count means as

the above-mentioned bit stream.

[Claim 7] The above-mentioned rate count means is data multiplexer

according to claim 5 characterized by calculating the above-mentioned

target output rate based on an upper limit or a lower limit.

[Claim 8] The above-mentioned selection-control means is data

multiplexer according to claim 5 characterized by searching for the

difference of the target output rate calculated with the above-

mentioned rate count means, and the output rate set as the

transmission line, controlling the above-mentioned change means and

sending other data which bury the difference from other data

generation means to ejection and the above-mentioned output means.

[Claim 9] In the data multiplexer which multiplexes two or moren

piece coding stream data A two or moren piece storage means to

memorize temporarily the coding stream data of the n above-mentioned

plurality, A selection-control means to search the data occupation of

the storage means of the n above-mentioned plurality, to shift, and

to choose that storage means, A change means to change and output the

coding stream from the storage means chosen by the above-mentioned

selection-control means, Data multiplexer characterized by having an

output means for multiplexing the change output from the above-

mentioned change means, and a rate count means to calculate the

target output rate of the multiplexing bit stream from the above-

mentioned output means based on the above-mentioned coding stream

entry-of-data rate information.

[Claim 10] The above-mentioned change means is the control data about

the program which the above-mentioned coding stream data other than

the coding stream data from the storage means of the n above-



mentioned plurality constitute, the data which fill the clearance

between the above-mentioned bit streams, and data multiplexer

according to claim 9 further characterized by changing the header

data of packet-ized data by control of the above-mentioned selection-

control means.

[Claim 11] The input rate information on the above-mentioned coding

stream is data multiplexer according to claim 9 characterized by

supplying the above-mentioned rate count means from the exterior.

[Claim 12] Data multiplexer according to claim 11 characterized by

supplying from the outside the bit rate information on the control

data by which multiplex is carried out to the above-mentioned rate

count means as the above-mentioned bit stream.

[Claim 13] Data multiplexer according to claim 9 characterized by

having an output-control means to control the output rate of the

above-mentioned multiplexing bit stream according to the target

output rate from the above-mentioned rate count means.

[Claim 14] The above-mentioned rate count means is data multiplexer

according to claim 9 characterized by calculating the above-mentioned

target output rate based on an upper limit or a lower limit.

[Claim 15] The above-mentioned selection-control means is data

multiplexer according to claim 9 characterized by searching for the

difference of the target output rate calculated with the above-

mentioned rate count means, and the output rate set as the

transmission line, controlling the above-mentioned change means and

sending other data which bury the difference from other data

generation means to ejection and the above-mentioned output means.

[Claim 16] In the data multiplexing approach which multiplexes two or

moren piece coding stream data Are searching the data occupation of

the storage section which memorizes the coding stream of the n above-

mentioned plurality temporarily, shift, and that storage section is

chosen. The data multiplexing approach characterized by detecting the

rate information added to the coding stream data of the n above-

mentioned plurality while changing the coding stream from this

storage section, outputting multiplexing data and forming a

multiplexing bit stream using that multiplexing data.

[Claim 17] The data multiplexing approach according to claim 16

characterized by calculating the target output rate of the above-

mentioned multiplexing bit stream using the above-mentioned rate

information, and controlling the output rate of the above-mentioned

multiplexing bit stream according to this target output rate.

[Claim 18] The data multiplexing approach according to claim 17

characterized by calculating the above-mentioned target output rate

based on an upper limit or a lower limit.

[Claim 19] The data multiplexing approach according to claim 17



characterized by searching for the difference of the above-mentioned

target output rate and the output rate set as the transmission line,

taking out other data which bury the difference from other data

generation means, and forming a bit stream.

[Claim 20] In the data multiplexing approach which multiplexes two or

moren piece coding stream data Are searching the data occupation of

the storage section which memorizes the coding stream of the n above-

mentioned plurality temporarily, shift, and that storage section is

chosen. While changing the coding stream from this storage section,

outputting multiplexing data and forming a multiplexing bit stream

using that multiplexing data The data multiplexing approach

characterized by calculating the target output rate of the above-

mentioned multiplexing bit stream based on the above-mentioned coding

stream entry-of-data rate information.

[Claim 21] The input rate information on the above-mentioned coding

stream is the data multiplexing approach according to claim 20

characterized by being supplied from the outside.

[Claim 22] The data multiplexing approach according to claim 20

characterized by supplying from the outside the bit rate information

on the control data by which multiplex is carried out as the above-

mentioned bit stream.

[Claim 23] The data multiplexing approach according to claim 20

characterized by calculating the above-mentioned target output rate

based on an upper limit or a lower limit.

[Claim 24] The data multiplexing approach according to claim 20

characterized by searching for the difference of the above-mentioned

target output rate and the output rate set as the transmission line,

taking out other data which bury the difference from other data

generation means, and forming a bit stream.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention packet-izes the image voice

coded data of two or more programs, and relates to the multiplexer

and the approach of multiplexing to a single bit stream further.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, coding multiplexing

is performed to image speech information using the information-

compression technique and redundancy technics by MPEG (Moving Picture

Expert Group) 2 grade in a transmitting side, high-definition image



voice data of two or more programs is made into one bit stream under

the limited transmission band, it transmits through a communication

satellite, this bit stream is received in a receiving side, and the

digital health broadcast system separated and decoded has spread.

[0003] In the above-mentioned transmitting side, after encoding the

above-mentioned image speech information by coding of the above-

mentioned MPEG 2 etc. ,
multiplexing these digital coded data by

multiplexing and forming a bit stream, error correction processing

and modulation processing are performed and it transmits toward a

communication satellite with a transmitting antenna.

[0004] The configuration of the multiplexer 104 used by the

transmitting side (sending set 100) is shown in drawing 18 . This

multiplexer 104 decomposes the PES stream generated by the

PAKETTAIZUD0 elementary stream (Packetized Elementary Stream, account

** of following PES stream) generation sections 1011, 1012, and 1013

of the preceding paragraph in the comparatively short transmission

unit of 188 bytes as a transport packet (Transport Packet; it is

described as Following TP), carries out time-division multiplexing of

two or more TPs, connects them, and outputs them as a transport

stream (Transport Stream; it is described as Following TS)

.

[0005] This multiplexer 104 once buffers PES inputted from

transmission lines 1101, 1102, and 1103 with the multiplexing buffers

1111, 1112, and 1113.

[0006] The header of the PES data passing through transmission lines

1101, 1102, and 1103 is always analyzed by the header analyzor 112,

and the analysis result is sent to TP header generation section 113.

And TP header is generated from TP header generation section 113.

[0007] Moreover, a NULL packet is generated from the Nur (NULL)

packet generation section 114. Moreover, SI packet is read from the

control data generation section 116 by the control data output-

control section 115 which performs multiloop control of control data

(Service Information; it is described as Following SI). And the

control data output-control section 115 gives the multiplexing demand

of SI to the channel selection-control section 120 using the control

line 117 based on the mux interval of SI decided beforehand. The

condition of the multiplexing buffers 1111, 1112, and 1113 is always

supervised in the channel selection-control section 120 through the

control line 119, and it is waiting for the demand from the control

data output-control section 115 in the channel selection-control

section 120. The channel selection-control section 120 controls a

switch 118 by the multiplexing demand of the condition of the

multiplexing buffers 1111, 1112, and 1113, and the control data

output-control section 115, and chooses the data which carry out

multiplex by it. The data by which multiplex was carried out go into



the multiplexing register 121. And the PTS/DTS **** substitute

section 122 rewrites PTS/DTS currently written to the data in the

multiplexing register 121 by the analysis result from the channel

selection-control section 120 and the header analyzor 112. Moreover,

CC is added to the data in the multiplexing register 121 based on the

signal from the channel selection-control section 120 by the

continuation counter (Continuous Counter; it is described as

Following CC) adjunct 123. The data to which PTS/DTS was replaced and

CC was added are outputted with a fixed bit rate through a

transmission line. And error correction processing is performed in

the error correction section 105 connected to multiplexer 104, it

becomes irregular in the modulation section 106, and output data are

transmitted toward a communication satellite from the transmitting

antenna 107.

[0008] However, compared with the input rate which changes every

moment, the bit rate outputted was always uniformly decided by the

above configurations. Therefore, when the inputted sum total of a bit

rate is smaller than an output bit rate, multiplex [ of the NULL

packet which does not have the need in decode ] is carried out, water

increase of the bit rate is carried out, and it is performing

doubling with an output bit rate. The problem that a deployment of a

band is not made arises in this condition. Moreover, when there is an

input exceeding temporarily the output bit rate set up beforehand,

there is a problem of causing a breakdown.

[0009]

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the Invention] As mentioned above, with

the conventional configuration, the band which is not used since the

output bit rate of multiplexer will be fixed beforehand exists, and

in order to fill the band, it has the problem of generating the

signal which it does not dare use by the receiving side. Moreover,

when there is an input exceeding temporarily the output bit rate set

up beforehand, there is a problem of causing a breakdown.

[0010] Then, this invention is made in view of the above-mentioned

actual condition, recognizes the bit rate of an input signal, sets up

an output bit rate more nearly dynamically than that input bit rate,

and aims at offer of the data multiplexer and the approach of not

generating the signal which is not used by the receiving side.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the data multiplexer which

multiplexes two or moren piece coding stream data in order that this

invention may solve the above-mentioned technical problem A two or

moren piece storage means to memorize temporarily the coding stream

data of the n above-mentioned plurality, A rate information detection

means to detect the rate information added to the coding stream data



of the n above-mentioned plurality, A selection-control means to

search the data occupation of the storage means of the n above-

mentioned plurality, to shift, and to choose that storage means, It

has a change means to change and output the coding stream from the

storage means chosen by the above-mentioned selection-control means,

and an output means for multiplexing the change output from the

above-mentioned change means.

[0012] Moreover, this invention is set to the data multiplexer which

multiplexes two or moren piece coding stream data, in order to solve

the above-mentioned technical problem. A two or moren piece storage

means to memorize temporarily the coding stream data of the n above-

mentioned plurality, A selection-control means to search the data

occupation of the storage means of the n above-mentioned plurality,

to shift, and to choose that storage means, A change means to change

and output the coding stream from the storage means chosen by the

above-mentioned selection-control means, It has an output means for

multiplexing the change output from the above-mentioned change means,

and a rate count means to calculate the target output rate of the

multiplexing bit stream from the above-mentioned output means based

on the above-mentioned coding stream entry-of-data rate information.

[0013] Moreover, this invention is set to the data multiplexing

approach which multiplexes two or moren piece coding stream data, in

order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem. Are searching

the data occupation of the storage section which memorizes the coding

stream of the n above-mentioned plurality temporarily, shift, and

that storage section is chosen. While changing the coding stream from

this storage section, outputting multiplexing data and forming a

multiplexing bit stream using that multiplexing data, the rate

information added to the coding stream data of the n above-mentioned

plurality is detected.

[0014] Moreover, this invention is set to the data multiplexing

approach which multiplexes two or moren piece coding stream data, in

order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem. Are searching

the data occupation of the storage section which memorizes the coding

stream of the n above-mentioned plurality temporarily, shift, and

that storage section is chosen. While changing the coding stream from

this storage section, outputting multiplexing data and forming a

multiplexing bit stream using that multiplexing data, based on the

above-mentioned coding stream entry-of-data rate information, the

target output rate of the above-mentioned multiplexing bit stream is

calculated.

[0015] Thus, by recording that input bit rate on the digital signal

to input, and inputting an input bit rate into multiplexer from an

input or the exterior at multiplexer, this invention recognizes the



bit rate of an input signal with multiplexer, and constitutes it by

calculating and controlling [ set up and ] an output bit rate more

nearly dynamically than that input bit rate.

[0016] According to the above configurations, it becomes possible to

use the limited band effectively, without including an unnecessary

signal by the receiving side in the digital signal after multiplexing.

Moreover, causing a breakdown is lost.

[0017]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of

the data multiplexer concerning this invention and an approach is

explained. The gestalt of this operation is the multiplexer 11

prepared in the sending set 2 side of the digital satellite

broadcasting service system 1 shown in drawing 1 .

[0018] First, the outline configuration of the digital satellite

broadcasting service system 1 is explained. This digital satellite

broadcasting service system 1 consists of a sending set 2 and a

receiving set 4, and makes the sending signal transmitted towards the

satellite 3 from the sending set 2 reception and a refreshable image

sound signal with a receiving set 4,

[0019] A sending set 2 performs coding processing to image speech

information using the information-compression technique by

MPEG (Moving Picture Expert Group) 2 grade. 101, 102. . . lOn of n PES

stream generation sections which generate a PAKETTAIZUD0 elementary

stream (Packetized Elementary Stream, account ** of a following PES

stream), n PES streams are decomposed as a transport packet in the

comparatively short transmission unit of 188 bytes. The multiplexer

11 which carries out time-division multiplexing of the transport

packet of these plurality, connects it, and is outputted as a

transport stream (Transport Stream; it is described as Following TS)

,

So that it can correct in a right code by the receiving side, even if

superimposed on the noise generated from this multiplexer 11 to TS at

the time of transmission It has the modulation section 13 which

performs digital modulation processing by QPSK etc. ,
and the

transmitting antenna 14 from the error correction section 12 which

encodes beforehand for an error correction, and this error correction

section 12 to output code, and grows into it,

[0020] After it was inputted into multiplexer 11 and being packet-

ized by TP, multiplex [ of two or more output codes (PES stream) from

101, 102. . . lOn of PES stream generation sections ] is carried out, and

they are outputted as TS. To this TS, in the error correction section

12, even if superimposed on the noise generated at the time of

transmission, it encodes beforehand for an error correction so that

it can correct in a right code by the receiving side. In the

modulation section 13, digital modulation of the output code of the



error correction section 12 is carried out by QPSK etc.
,

it is

outputted, and is transmitted towards a satellite 3 from the

transmitting antenna 14.

[0021] Next, an outline is explained about a receiving set 4 side. It

is received by the receiving antenna 16, and frequency conversion to

an intermediate frequency is performed to an IF signal by LNB

(LowNoise Block Converter) 15, and the RF signal emitted from the

satellite 3 is inputted into the integrated reception decode

equipment (Integrated Receiver Decoder; it is described as Following

IRD) 17 currently called the so-called set top box. In IRD17, an IF

signal is inputted, separation to a recovery or the desired program

of an image voice message identification code and decoding signal

processing are performed, and a refreshable image sound signal is

outputted for the TV receiving set 18.

[0022] In the digital satellite broadcasting service system 1 which

explained the outline above, the multiplexer 11 used as the gestalt

of operation of this invention decomposes n PES streams as a

transport packet in the comparatively short transmission unit of 188

bytes, carries out time-division multiplexing of the transport packet

of these plurality, connects it, and outputs it as a transport stream

(Transport Stream; it is described as Following TS)

.

[0023] First, the 1st example of multiplexer 11 is explained. This

1st example minds a transmission line 201,202,203 for three output

codes (PES stream) from the PES stream generation section 101, 102, 103,

as shown in drawing 2 . Reception, The multiplexing buffers 211,212

and 213 which are buffers of the FIFO format memorized temporarily,

The control data generation section 26 which TP-izes information

required in order to choose or decode a program by the receiving side

etc. , The control data output-control section 25 which reads control

data from this control data generation section 26, the null which

generates TP as a code which fills the clearance between bit streams

— with the packet generation section 24 TP header generation section

23 which generates TP header required when packet-izing the data of

the specified quantity containing the data extracted from the header

analyzor 22 which analyzes the header of three PES streams, and three

PES streams, The channel selection-control section 30 which

determines of which channel a code is chosen among the control data

generation section 26, each multiplexing buffers 211, 222 and 233, the

Nur Paquette generation section 24, and TP header generation section

23, The switch 28 which switches the code of the channel of one of

the control data generation section 26, each multiplexing buffers

211,222 and 233, the Nur Paquette generation section 24, and the TP

header generation sections 23 by control of the channel selection-

control section 30, The multiplexing register 31 which memorizes the



code by which switch selection was made with this switch 28, The

program which is carrying out multiplex in this multiplexing register

31 interior, The PTS/DTS **** substitute section 32 which replaces

playback output time-of-day-control information (Presentation Time

Stamp; it is described as Following PTS) to the value of decode time-

of-day-control information (Decoding Time Stamp; it is described as

Following DTS), Moreover, the CC adjunct 33 which adds continuation

counted value (CC) to the data of the multiplexing register 31

interior, The bit rate count section 34 which calculates an output

bit rate' from those, such as bit rate information analyzed by the

header analyzor 22, The data output control section 36 which controls

an output bit rate according to the bit rate calculated in this bit

rate count section 34, It has the output buffer 37 used as the

operating storage means at the time of the data output control

section 36 controlling the bit rate of the multiplexing stream (TS)

from the multiplexing register 31, and changes.

[0024] First, the example of 101, 102. . . lOn of PES stream generation

sections which generate and input the above-mentioned PES stream into

this multiplexer 11 is explained. As shown in (a) of drawing 3 ,
or

(b) of drawing 3 , coding equipment (encoder) is built in

101, 102. . . lOn of PES stream generation sections, for example,

compression coding by MPEG 2 is performed, (a) of drawing 3 shows the

PES stream generation section which carries out compression coding of

the picture signal and sound signal from an optical disk regenerative

apparatus and the data generators 401 and 402, such as a hard disk

drive unit, by MPEG 2 with each encoder 411 and 412, multiplexes them

in the multiplexing section 42, generates one program (program), and

is generated as a PES stream from an output terminal 43. Moreover,

(b) of drawing 3 shows the PES stream generation section which

carries out compression coding by MPEG 2 with an encoder 45, and

generates the picture signal from the data generator 44 as a PES

stream.

[0025] The multiplexing buffers 211,212 and 213 are buffers of the

FIFO format which stores a PES stream temporarily, respectively. In

these multiplexing buffers 211, 212 and 213, three above-mentioned PES

streams are kept waiting to the timing by which multiplex is carried

out, after being Paquette-ized as transport Paquette (Transport

Packet; it is described as Following TP).

[0026] In the control data generation section 26, service information

(Service Information; it is described as Following SI) which is

program specification information (Program Specific Infomation; it is

described as Following PSI) , and the whole program or the various

information about a part which are information required in order to

choose or decode a program by the receiving side is generated and TP-



ized. Moreover, the program time-of-day criteria reference value

(Program Clock Reference; it is described as Following PCR) of a

proper is generated to each program as the reference value using the

system time generated from the basic clock inside multiplexer

depending on the case. And the sending-out period for every control

data is managed, and TP of the control data is made to stand by in

the output register in the control data generation section 26 at the

same time it will send multiple requesting of each control data to

the channel selection-control section 30, if it results in the timing

which should be sent out about a certain control data.

[0027] null — although it is the code in which no semantics has PES

data and control data as data in timing without the need of carrying

out multiplex in the packet generation section 24, TP as a code which

fills the clearance between bit streams is generated.

[0028] In TP header generation section 23, in case reading appearance

is carried out for multiplexing from the multiplexing buffers 211,212

and 223 of three PES streams, TP header with the need of preceding

and carrying out multiplex to it is generated.

[0029] The channel selection-control section 30 is a control section

which controls a multiplexer channel by determining of which channel

a code is chosen among the control data generation section 26, each

multiplexing buffers 211,212 and 213, and the Nur Paquette generation

section 24, and sending a selection signal to a switch 28. When

either of the multiplexing buffers 211,212 and 213 is chosen, it

precedes with read-out from a multiplex buffer, and a switch 28 is

controlled to perform read-out from TP header generation section 23.

Moreover, in case it reads from TP header generation section 23, a

variable parameter is sent by the channel and timing which are read

among the contents described to TP header. As a content to send,

there are the Paquette identification number (Packet ID; it is

described as Following PID) , an Adaptation field control signal

(adaptation_field_control), etc. The code by which multiplex was

carried out with a switch 28 is sent to the multiplexing register 31

as a TP code. In the PTS/DTS **** substitute section 32, when neither

PTS of the program which is carrying out multiplex in the

multiplexing register 31 interior, nor the value of DTS is proper for

PCR of the program, replacement of PTS and a DTS value is performed.

[0030] The header analyzor 22 is always analyzing the header of PES

stream ** passing through transmission lines 201,202 and 203, and

sends the analysis result to TP header generation section 23 and the

bit rate count section 34. The bit rate information about an input

bit rate is recorded on the header of a PES stream. Bit rate

information is written to the PES private data area shown in (E) of

drawing 4 in the option field specifically shown in (D) of drawing 4



in the PES header option of the PES header shown in (A) of drawing 4 ,

it gets down, and the header analyzor 22 always analyzes the above-

mentioned PES private data area. And the input bit rate of a PES

stream is sent to the above-mentioned TP header generation section 23

and the bit rate count section 34.

[0031] The bit rate count section 34 calculates an output bit rate by

acquiring the bit rate information for multiplex on the control data

in which reading appearance was carried out by the above-mentioned

input bit rate sent from the header analyzor 22, and the control data

output-control section 25 from the control data generation section 26,

and tells an output bit rate to the data output control section 36.

[0032] Thus, in multiplexer 11, the header analyzor 22 is always

analyzing the header of the data passing through transmission lines

201,202 and 203, and sends the analysis result to TP header

generation section 23. And TP header is generated from TP header

generation section 23. Moreover, NULL Paquette is generated from the

Nur Paquette generation section 24. Moreover, SI Paquette is read

from the control data generation section 26 by the control data

output-control section 253 which performs multiloop control of

control data. And the control data output-control section 25 gives

the multiplexing demand of control data to the channel selection-

control section 30 using the control line 27 based on the mux

interval of SI decided beforehand. The condition of the multiplexing

buffer 2 is always supervised in the channel selection-control

section 13 through the control line 12, and it is waiting for the

demand from the SI control section 3 in the channel selection-control

section 13. The channel selection-control section 30 controls a

switch 28 by the multiplexing demand of the condition of the

multiplexing buffers 211,212 and 213, and the control data output-

control section 25, and chooses the data which carry out multiplex by

it. The data by which multiplex was carried out go into the

multiplexing register 31.. And the PTS/DTS **** substitute section 32

rewrites PTS/DTS currently written to the data in the multiplexing

register 31 by the analysis result from the channel selection-control

section 30 and the header analyzor 22. Moreover, CC is added to the

data in the multiplexing register 31 by the CC adjunct 33 based on

the signal from the channel selection-control section 30. From the

bit rate of the input data currently beforehand written to the input

data from the header analyzor 22, and the control data output-control

section 25, the bit rate count section 34 calculates an output bit

rate by obtaining SI Paquette' s bit rate for multiplex, and tells an

output bit rate to the data output control section 36. Whenever an

output bit rate changes the bit rate of input data, and SI Paquette'

s

multiplex situation, it is re-calculated in the bit rate count



section 34. The bit rate of a transmission line is controlled by the

bit rate calculated in the data output control-section 36 bit-rate

count section 34. And in the output-buffer 37 interior, the data with

which PTS/DTS was replaced and CC was added have an output rate

controlled, and are outputted by the data output control section 19

through a transmission line.

[0033] Therefore, according to the 1st example of the above, setting-

out control of the output bit rate is dynamically carried out by

multiplex situations, such as an input bit rate and control data. It

becomes possible to output by this with the useless output bit rate

which is not, and the deployment of the limited band of it is

attained.

[0034] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 5 about the

multiplexer 50 used as the 2nd example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. A different part is the bit rate count section 51.

From the bit rate data input section which has not indicated the

exterior, through the control signal terminal 52, the bit rate count

section 51 calculates an output bit rate by acquiring SI Paquette'

s

bit rate information for multiplex through the control line 27 from

bit rate information ****. and the control data output-control section

25 of input data, and tells an output bit rate to the data output

control section 36.

[0035] Therefore, according to the multiplexer 50 of the 2nd example

of the above, setting-out control of the output bit rate is

dynamically carried out by multiplex situations, such as an input bit

rate and control data. It becomes possible to output by this with the

useless output bit rate which is not, and the deployment of the

limited band of it is attained.

[0036] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 6 about the

multiplexer 55 used as the 3rd example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. A different part is the bit rate count section 56.

The bit rate count section 56 obtains the bit rate of input data, and

SI Paquette'-s bit rate through the control signal terminals 57 and 58

from the bit rate data input section which has not indicated the

exterior. And the bit rate count section 56 calculates an output bit

rate, and tells an output bit rate to the data output control section

36.

[0037] Therefore, according to the 3rd example of the above, setting-

out control of the output bit rate is dynamically carried out by

multiplex situations, such as an input bit rate and control data. It

becomes possible to output by this with the useless output bit rate

which is not, and the deployment of the limited band of it is



attained.

[0038] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 7 about the

multiplexer 60 used as the 4th example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. A different part is the bit rate count section 61.

The bit rate count section 61 calculates an output bit rate by

acquiring the bit rate information for SI packet multiplexing from

the bit rate information and the control data output-control section

25 of the input data currently beforehand written to the input data

through the control line 27 from the header analyzor 22, and tells an

output bit rate to the data output control section 36. Moreover, the

upper limit of a bit rate which sets up the bit rate count section 61

through the control signal terminal 62 from the input device of the

exterior which has not been indicated, and a lower limit are set up.

Whenever an output bit rate changes the bit rate of input data, and

SI Paquette' s multiplex situation, it is re-calculated in the bit

rate count section 61. However, when the lower limit which sets an

output bit rate as a upper limit is set up in the case of the count

result which exceeds a upper limit when a upper limit is set up, in

the case of the count result which is less than a lower limit, an

output bit rate is set as a lower limit. When a setting-out output

bit rate is told to the channel selection-control section 30 using

the control line when an output bit rate is set as a upper

limit/lower limit, for example, a lower limit is set up, NULL

Paquette is inserted and channel selection according to an output bit

rate is performed. The data output control section 36 controls the

bit rate of a transmission line by the bit rate calculated in the bit

rate count section 61.

[0039] Therefore, according to the 4th example of the above, setting-

out control of the output bit rate is dynamically carried out by

multiplex situations, such as an input bit rate and control data. It

becomes possible to output by this with the useless output bit rate

which is not, and the deployment of the limited band of it is

attained.

[0040] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 8 about the

multiplexer 63 used as the 5th example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. First, originally an additional stream without

the need is generated, and also the multiplexing buffer 68 is added

with the stream generation section 66. In addition, when allowances

are in a band, multiplex [ of the stream ] is carried out, and

originally it is a stream which may not be. As a content of this

additional stream, streams, such as a news flash, a weather report,

and an advertisement, can be considered. Other modification parts are



the bit rate count sections 64. The bit rate count section 64

calculates the necessary bit rate (indispensable bit rate) of all

streams by obtaining the bit rate for SI packet multiplexing from the

bit rate and the control data output-control section 25 of the input

data currently beforehand written to the input data through the

control line 35 from the header analyzor 22. Moreover, the bit rate

of a transmission line is inputted into the bit rate count section 64

through the control signal terminal 65 from the input device of the

exterior which has not been indicated. Whenever a necessary bit rate

changes the bit rate of input data, and SI Paquette' s multiplex

situation, it is re-calculated in the bit rate count section 64.

However, when the calculated result is a value lower than the bit

rate set as the transmission line, multiple requesting of the

multiplexing buffer 68 is advanced to the channel selection-control

section 30 using the control line.

[0041] therefore — according to the 5th example of the above —
multiplex situations, such as an input bit rate and control data,

** TSU ** — it carries out multiplex [ of the dynamically additional

stream ]. It becomes possible to use without futility the output bit

rate of the transmission line set up by this, and the deployment of

the limited band of it is attained.

[0042] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 9 about the

multiplexer 70 used as the 6th example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. A different part is the bit rate count section 71.

The bit rate count section 71 calculates an output bit rate by

acquiring the bit rate information for SI packet multiplexing from

the bit rate information and the control data output-control section

25 of the input data currently beforehand written to the input data

through the control line 35 from the header analyzor 22, and tells an

output bit rate to the data output control section 36. Moreover, the

bit rate count section 71 sends the output bit rate for which it

asked by count to TP header generation section 23.

[0043] TP header generation section 23 is recorded on the transport

private data field shown in (C) of drawing 10 of the option field

which show the above-mentioned output bit rate to (B) of drawing 10

of the header shown in (A) of drawing 10 .

[0044] Therefore, according to the 6th example of the above, setting-

out control of the output bit rate is dynamically carried out by

multiplex situations, such as an input bit rate and control data. It

becomes possible to output by this with the useless output bit rate

which is not, and the deployment of the limited band of it is

attained. Moreover, since output bit rate information is indicated by

TS header, in a decoding side, the bit rate of the transmitted stream



can be grasped easily.

[0045] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 11 about the

multiplexer 73 used as the 7th example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a' different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. In the PES stream supplied to this multiplexer 73,

the above-mentioned input bit rate information is written to the pay-

load field, as shown in drawing 12 .

[0046] For this reason, in multiplexer 73, the header analyzor 22 is

reading and analyzing the input bit rate information indicated to the

pay-load field through the multiplexing buffers 211,212 and 213.

[0047] The configuration of the header analyzor 22 in this case is

shown in drawing 13 . Inside, it had the 3-byte buffer 95 and the

buffer readout circuitry 96, and bit rate information is grasped,

reading 3 bytes of the pay-load field data read from the multiplexing

buffer 21 one after another. This bit rate information is inputted

into the bit rate count section 74.

[0048] The header analyzor 22 calculates an output bit rate by

obtaining the bit rate for SI packet multiplexing from the bit rate

and the control data output-control section 25 of the input data read

from the pay-load field of a PES stream through the control line 35,

and tells the bit rate count section 74 to the data output control

section 36.

[0049] Therefore, according to the 7th example of the above, setting-

out control of the output bit rate is dynamically carried out by

multiplex situations, such as an input bit rate and control data. It

becomes possible to output by this with the useless output bit rate

which is not, and the deployment of the limited band of it is

attained.

[0050] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 14 about the

multiplexer 76 used as the 8th example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. Also by the PES stream supplied to this

multiplexer 76, the above-mentioned input bit rate information is

written to the pay-load field, as shown in drawing 12 .

[0051] For this reason, in multiplexer 76, the input bit rate

information indicated to the pay-load field is read in the bit rate

count section 77 through the multiplexing buffers 211,212 and 213.

[0052] It calculates an output bit rate by the bit rate count section

77 in this case building in the buffer readout circuitry 97 as shown

in drawing 15 , and obtaining the bit rate for SI packet multiplexing

from the bit rate and the control data output-control section 25 of

the input data which this buffer readout circuitry 97 read through

the control line 35, and tells it to the data output control section

36.



[0053] Therefore, according to the 8th example of the above, setting-

out control of the output bit rate is dynamically carried out by

multiplex situations, such as an input bit rate and control data. It

becomes possible to output by this with the useless output bit rate

which is not, and the deployment of the limited band of it is

attained.

[0054] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 16 about the

multiplexer 79 used as the 9th example of the above-mentioned

multiplexer. Hereafter, a different part from the 1st example of the

above is explained. A different part is the bit rate count section 80.

The bit rate count section 80 receives the amount-of-data information

on coding from each coding section shown in above-mentioned drawing 3

inside the PES stream generation section through the control line 81

directly rather than receives bit rate information from the header

analyzor 22. Moreover, the bit rate count section 80 receives the bit

rate information for multiplex of SI Paquette from the control data

output-control section 25 through the control line 81. And an output

bit rate is calculated from these bit rate information, and an output

bit rate is told to the data output control section 36.

[0055] Therefore, according to the multiplexer 79 of the 9th example

of the above, setting-out control of the output bit rate is

dynamically carried out by multiplex situations, such as an input bit

rate and control data. It becomes possible to output by this with the

useless output bit rate which is not, and the deployment of the

limited band of it is attained.

[0056] The multiplexing stream (TS) outputted to the transmission

line with the multiplexers 11, 50, 55, 60, 63, 70, 73, 76, and 79

used as the 1st - the 9th example which were mentioned above is

transmitted towards a communication satellite 3 from the transmitting

antenna 14, after error correction processing is performed in the

error correction section 12, considering as the stream of a fixed

rate and becoming irregular in the modulation section 13.

[0057] That is, with each above-mentioned multiplexer, if the bit

stream as which the output bit rate was dynamically determined

according to the input bit rate has for example, a low output bit

rate, it can make [ many ] the error correcting code added in the

error correction section 12, and can transmit a stream strong against

the noise in a transmission line.

[0058] In addition, in the receiving set 4 interior shown in above-

mentioned drawing 1 , IRD17 decodes the above-mentioned transmission

stream. This configuration of IRD17 is shown in drawing 17 .

[0059] From an input terminal 82, the IF signal from LNB15 is

inputted, in the front end section 83, tuning processing is received,

a QPSK recovery is carried out, and it outputs to the demultiplexer



84 to which an error correction is given if needed further.

[0060] Framing of the demultiplexer 84 is carried out to the code

train of TP, and it performs distinction processing of whether to be

desired data for every TP. It continues, and if it is the code as

which the desired code is enciphered, a code will be supplied to a

descrambler 85. A descrambler 85 decodes the code of data based on

the descrambling key supplied from IC card 94. The output code of a

descrambler 85 is made to once memorize to DRAM86 via a demultiplexer

84.

[0061] The video decoder 87 by MPEG 2 makes DRAM88 which is a code

buffer suitably once memorize the code by which reading appearance

was carried out from DRAM86, and decoding of MPEG 2 is performed with

a scale, timing is further encoded to the signal of NTSC, and it

changes and outputs it to the luminance signal of an analog, a color-

difference signal, or a composite signal.

[0062] The audio decoder 89 by MPEG makes DRAM90 which is a code

buffer suitably once memorize the code by which reading appearance

was carried out from DRAM86, performs decoding of MPEG 2 for timing

with a scale, and performs and outputs D/A conversion.

[0063] In CPU92, control of the processing and the front end section

83 to the user command from the front panel 93, a demultiplexer 84,

and the IC card interface 95 is performed according to the program

code embedded at R0M91. Moreover, the video decoder 87 and the audio

decoder 89 are controlled through a demultiplexer 84.

[0064]

[Effect of the Invention] It can multiplex efficiently, without

carrying out multiplex [ of always excessive Paquette ], since it is

possible to set up automatically the output rate doubled with the

input rate according to invention as explained above. Therefore, a

deployment of a band can be aimed at.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram showing the outline configuration

of the digital satellite broadcasting service system which prepared

the multiplexer used as the gestalt of operation of this invention in

the sending set side.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

1st example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

[Drawing 3] It is the block diagram showing the example of the PES

stream generation section which sends a PES stream to the 1st example



of the above.

TDrawing 4] It is drawing showing the location of the bit rate

information indicated by the header of a PES stream.

TDrawing 5] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

2nd example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 6] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

3rd example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 7] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

4th example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 8] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

5th example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 9] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

6th example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 10] It is drawing showing the location of TP header where

bit rate information is indicated in the 6th example of the above.

TDrawing 11] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

7th example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 12] In the PES stream inputted into the 7th example of the

above, it is drawing showing the location where bit rate information

is indicated.

TDrawing 13] It is drawing showing the detailed configuration of the

important section which detects bit rate information in the 7th

example of the above.

TDrawing 14] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

8th example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 15] It is drawing showing the detailed configuration of the

important section which detects bit rate information in the 8th

example of the above.

TDrawing 16] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

9th example of the above-mentioned multiplexer.

TDrawing 17] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

integrated reception decode equipment used as the important section

of the above-mentioned digital satellite broadcasting service system.

TDrawing 18] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the

conventional multiplexer.

[Description of Notations]

11 Multiplexer, 21 Multiplexing Buffer, 22 Header Analyzor, 23 TP

Header Generation Section, 24 Nur Paquette Generation Section, 25

Control Data Output-Control Section, 26 Control-Data Generation

Section, 28 Switch, 30 Channel Selection-Control Section 31

Multiplexing Register, 32 PTS/DTS **** Substitute Section, 33 CC

Adjunct, 34 Bit Rate Count Section, 36 Data Output Control Section
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31CT. ^fi-fbUv>X$ 1 2 1 F«3(7)^—S»lCCC£fJJjn



(4) nmW- 1 1 -34093 5

S. *-LT\ tiitlT— #»b^S1 0 4lCjg^
ji/cistinman o 5Tg*yiT:Ej!&3jb,i863'*u siesp

1 oe-psn&ru &MT>Ti- ,

\ 0 7fr*mmmmc

[0 0 0 8] LfrL&#6±§3<£<fc?&raJ5KTH*x

a*ju- hictt^ aa^*n«t'-y M/-i-

«^ICj#B<D£I^N U L L/\>-y h££SLTfci' ,y r- U
-

r- £7j<t§ LU tb^Jtf-v r- U- HcB-to-eStl^ £

[0009]
m.*mm*.^&o£.?z>mw\ w±<z><j:?icfiE3R<7>ts

[0010] ^c:?, c(D#£SEte±ianiffi£:^T&3-

*ifcfc©?asy» A^i^cDtf-v r-u-r-^tsisu *

<bgS&tf;&-;£<£^8£gW<hLTl^o
[0011]
[SH£8?;*T£fc«>tf)^l8] ±§B^H£S¥

W.it?%>T—9£®fb££@t;:45^T\ ±ia«i»n<ico^:

I- *)-Ut—?£-B#l$U:f31gr3}g»nf@<DE
tt^Sts iiBffi&nfiOfr^bXr-y-L^-'

<tu ±IB«IS(ni@(DlBii#;iaW7;-^d& :»« :£^LT
t^-rn^wiBit^is^sjR-r^sfttimm <t > ±mm
mm^mc* yaw*n/ciBts^Kfre^^bT. h

y-^*wy»jtwzrr*viy ±ia«y»

[0 0 12] *HB^* X ±i3HfI:&8¥i*r£/c«>

K> «&n^I(7)!f?-^'fbX r-y-L^—£=&£S<b-f5^
-*£fi<bgMlc45l^T. ±I3ffiifen{@(D^^bX h y

-i»r-* *-B*ttu:E«r 3*gaa nmmm^mt *

ftfrtf)§31t#J££iliR-T^JStRSiJ®^fS -h . ±IBj1*R$iJ

en^sic* ysir*nrciait^fafrsrora^fbx i- y -
^*wy»?iai*r««iy«5t*atv ±E«y»s.*
^s©wy**.iBa**«br*fctt©dirt#a£»

T±I3Hj*J3MSfr 5<7>£»blf'y hXh y-ACDi^ttJ

[0 0 13] ±I3iSli«:)B>*-r*/ci*

-$£»b7J;£K45l^Tx ±i3«3anf@<DW^b7. h y

tcrti*MDES»*awiu c oeiitf16row
^hy-^wysAT**^—**tfj*u

t«ic, ±E«Rnffl©W*<b* h y-^-sicttSn
*nT^*u- nn«*ttur*.
[0 0 14] *f«^lis ±EMH*»3*r*fctt

-A*—HSWlcElfrJBEtMM)^—* L

Tl^-rnfrtDlBttgP^JMtR COEteSPfrSOlS^fc
xhy-AJftwywjtT^Mfb^-^siii^u

i^K, ±EfiF*4b^hy-i»Tf—S«c0A^U-h1f^
lc»^T±E*«^btfy h y-AOHMiflU—

[0 0 15] C^JJ-plC, CflD«Wtt» AZlT*^*
;Hl*tC*«)A*try hU- h^lB^LT^S^bilSlC
A2K «6> L < «^§P <fe y A?3 fcfy K U- h^^S^b^g
icA^J-r^lc^oTx ^S<bSBl!:TA^«#<Otf'y
hU-h«BiU *OA*lfy hU-hJ:y»ttH:a

[0 0 16] ±!3cD*-5*«mii:J:ti«s ^MfbfllOx

«ie*ficret
[0 0 17]
[fl^a>IISg0^«S] HiT* WWfCWSx-^^M^
KHStfJ&SSOIiaflDJBJBHC-s^TRWr*. d^^SS

3asflt««2ii!nciawfc*»bKBii itw.
[0 0 18] Jtr^ r-fi'^/l'MKSi'^fAirol

BS«lJ58=feattWr*. C<D7s^vf*^«SttaSv'x^Ai
tt, SSSflH6«2taflKS«4t4i»6*y» S£flKSB2<):

yAX«B3(C|«g(tTa£fll«!rnfc3£fflm9«« SfS^S
4TS»twy» »4RTiB*«»»m«*tr*.
[0 0 19] mim^m.2{t. MPEG (Moving Picture

Expert Group) 2»«:«»:%1t$Bff*ii£S5£Jll/»TiB«

#^1Wi»c» LTW«<b*B««afc / v *fX K •

il/^V^i y — • X h y—A (Packetized Elementary

Stream, WTP E ST. r- y-ABBr) ^SfiKr^ nf@CD

PES7.r-y-A^fiKgP1 0i, 1 02 - • ' 1 0 n <tx

n ffl(D P E S X h y 1 8 8/\*-f r- t^^itlSWJa



(5) <&ffl*P 1 1 -34093 5

ti5IS!0 t-^VXtf- Yl^ 'J r-£Pt7*S!)£»bLT

-p&tf> h^VT.'K— 1-7. r- U -^(Transport Strea

m ; WTT S <hIBf ) £LTU5*rrS^fiibgill 1

^ c^ftbgBi 1 frettDTsicG&Bmc&s-rs

yfliEgPI 2<!:> CCDiSyfTIEgpi 2fr6©ai7J=l- K

\cm?Li$Q p s k ts. z\z <fc y 7sf /u^iisas^ss-r

[0 0 2 0] P E ST. h'J-A^gPI Oi. 102'-
• 1 O n 3b

x6CD«iacDlii±II]-K (PES^h'J-W
l*s £fifbg§1 1tcA*)*ft» TPlc/tt-y MMrft

u gsyrriEgpi 2th*x temmz&s.tzS'txftM

<v>^/i/^p^titii^i-n> isniyv^i 4j:yAx
ffiS3lC[pJltJHfH3-n5c

[002 1] ^lt§^M4ffliJlC-p^T<StS«:UiBfl-r

AI®M3cfcy!*i£Stt/cRF{I#teg{i77 >71 7-

1 6 ICT^f LNB (LowNoise Block Converte

r) 1 5lcj;tk I Ffi^'N.h^S^lK^^liaS
&tf]5g;*-*is i^VZ-b. y h h y 7*'y *XtWftT
l^/jft-nSflS^-^E (Integrated Receiver Decode

r ; WT I RD ttZT) 1 7^fn^. I R D 1 7

t«s i f«#=&a*>u ««^«»em=i-K©wa

[oo2 2] \ix±.\,m^m^rc^^'J^)vmm.m^

nfllCDP E SX r-y-A^I 8 8M'-f F<b

^ -5 J£&e*tfSl^'ISM*ffiT- h >X <K- h /^ y r- £ L

SU^SbLToWs >X#- hX I- 'J —l± (Trans

port Stream; IXTTStlB-T) <!: LTtijTW&o

[0023] 9fts ZMitgiW. 1 1 <om 1 WH^Jlco
^TiKwr^o c©sn ©sifisw** Emcjjvr^
(C, PESTr-'J-^SJ«gP1 Oi. 1 02. 1 03^6
<7>3 0CDtt57J=)- F (PESXr-y-A) £<S2£S&2 0

V 2 02. 2 03=&fl-LTSW-Biy» —BSWKIBtf

F I FOm^O/XyyrV&^mitJ^yyT 2 1 1,

2 1 2»tf2 1 3<^ SSflMB-P^Pf5^*3«RLrcy

x

=3- KL/cyrSfc46lc^'5:1f?B^TP^bLT*5<
S'J^t"—S»^gP2 6 ZLOPmT—*£»$SB2 6fr

6*«r-^^llit*»7-'>ai73$WgP2 5<t,

t7t-xh y-A^-r^^^titts^- Ft LT©T P

*3El3»-*5i/l//t*-y F£fiBSP2 4<!;, 3*©PES7
r-y-A0D^'y^5J'*ft'r^/N'y^«rBI52 2 3*

© P E S X h 'J -^fr6tfc*ib Lfcr-* *^fcW3t«
©x-^A^y MfcT*fc*taE**TP'\y$f*£
fiBfST P^y ^4r8bP2 3 £.> W»7=- 2 3=>«gP 2

6> ^»k/^777 2 1i, 2 22S^>'2 33^

r-£f?eSP2 4, TP^-y^fiE352 3C0-5"6> £'©

x* >*;l/©a- F^iiJR-r^^^^-r^^-^
jMJR&WSP 30i« x + >*>UjS^$iJ*S>SP 3 0 ©ftJSPlc

<fc y ftJiPx-f £fiBBB 2 6, §£WbM'y 7 7* 2 1 1

.

2 22SO: 2 33, ^/l/K^ry H£$SB2 4, TPM^f
£fiEgP2 3CD-5'5<D— >*/K*>3— K^yJflx.

4X<fyf2 8t, H©X'fyf2 8lcJ:ywy&*.21

tR7*-n/c=l- F^IBtrrS^filbU^X* 3 1i:, C©
^WbUv-'X* 3 1 rtgPT^gLTlN&yn?'^/^
S£tiS7DBS£'M31A8i (Presentation Time Stamp ; J-X

TPTStfBf) *WV$$lWaim (Decoding Time

Stamp ;«T0TS £RT) (DmizTtfWZ.* P T S

/

DTS-Ttf§^.aP3 2<t, S/c^S^bUvfX-J'3 1 rtSP

©7-9\zmetti^z/ h« (co ««sor*ccf«Hio

gp 3 3 <t^ 'N y ^»*/fgP 2 2 -WMffS+ifc tiy h U- h

iwwo*yiii7^k:y hu-h*itirr*try r-u-h

It»SP3 4i:> c©kfy h U- r-tt»BP3 4Tlt©*n

—?aJ7DMS>BB3 6 ^fi'(bbv>'X'Sf 3 1 fr6CD£2

<bXFy-/x (TS) Otfy hU-hSf-?ai73$'J^

gp 3 6 jWWWTS^<7)fPH«i31f#fS£^S* 7J/ 1y 7
T7 3 7<h ;&<i^.TfiK^>«

10 0 2 4] jtf, C0>^B^B1 1 K±IEPESX
h 'J - LTA73-T5 P E S X r* 'J

1

01, 1 02* • • 1 OnCOMWJtCP^TUt^-rSo P

ESXMJ-i»4«8l0i. 102'--10 n iCl*s

E3C0 (a) X&03CO (b) tC^TJ: ?lc??^b^E
(x>3—so tfrtRtrtiTasy* mpeg2
iCfcSBEIHi^fkft^tJnT^*. El 3 CD (a) l*>

—S«»4S£H4 0i&li: 4 023bN5C0iii®ffi^RO:#^<l
^^^n^encoxyzj-y 4 1 istf4 1 2T?m p e g 2

lC«feyEllM?^bU -?-n6«-^«<bgP4 2T-^fi<bL

6PESXh'J-i*4: LT^fiK-T^ P E S X h y

RKBP^mLT^^o 03© (b) l*. 7s-*
^@4 4 6^6©iS®fi^ :&x>=J-'S''4 5TMPEG2
tcj:yEEt«9^fbu PEsxhy -^t lts^-ts
P E SX h iJ-iffl8W*/TLT^5.
[0 0 2 5] ^fbM'y^T' 2 1 1, 2l2&tf2l3&*

*tl**l P E S X h y -A*—HSIBItf« F I F OBjZ
(0/K y7 7-?&2><, Z.<D&mitlSv 1? 2 1 i, 2 1 2»
tf2 1 3©"t»T\ ±IB3*©P E ST. r- V—Ute. F5
VX<K- r-ZX^y F (Transport Packet ; J-XTT P<tf3

f ) <t LTn>7 Mb**lTfr'=>£a3'ft5*-1'H



(6) ftfflW-l 1 -34093 5

[0 0 2 6] ta»7s-*flfe!«»2 6Ttt, S8««"P?P

^7 z*=£iM#? u/c y 73- k Lfc yrs/twiciWfcW
|gT'S57P^7Wtitli (Program Specific Infom

ation; J-XTPS I tlBf) ^P^A^ittffctt-
awCO^TOSatlHiT'fcStf-fcf^llffil (Service In

formation; J-XTS I ttit) *£l«U TPfbLTfc

<<, £ oTW\ ^Blb^HrtSIWS^P'v

m (Program Clock Reference ; J-XTP C R <ti3T) *

m-z> it s^ ;/*ywfflR«iww 3 o ic*ru aww^-

[0 0 2 7] 5»Jl//<$-y hgy8ff2 4?tts PESx-

TPSSffitS.
[0 0 2 8] TP^'y^mgP2 3Tli3*OPES7.
h y -U1$&mVCI^77211, 21 2&tF 22ifr<b

[0 0 2 9] ^*>*/l>aBR«WBW3 01*, 'IWt-*
4J«W2 6, **«4b/^v77'2 1i, 2 12^^2
1 3 , 5WU/t*-v h*fcfiSc952 4©7?> <tfcr>^-v>*/l/

T*&%= *»U ^Hb/W77 2 1 i, 2l2Stf2l3

LSIt^J:?;*^ ^2 8^$iJ»-T^o TPA'^

^£*8BP2 3#5B5*fflTKSKtiv TP'Vy$r

U:BBarf

•y r-HSU#^ (Packet ID; JJTFP I DtfET)

~7J— Ss a > • 7-f — /U K • P> hP—>M§-^ (adapta

tion_field_control) *-f v ^ 2 8 icj; y

^S*tlfcU- R*T P ZX— \JZ&Wfc,\s sJ?s* 3

1lCS£6n«. PTS'/DTSrtf**W3 2TH*»

^•ffilbbv^* 3 1 rtSPT^fiLTl^yP?^^
PTS^PDTS(D(I^ ^-CDyP^^^PCRlCto
TWE*fcOTftl^^lcW, PTS^DTS fitCDg*

[0 0 3 0] 'vy$T#«W2 2l*, C&B2 01, 2 02

mf2 0 3*51^5 P E ST. hy-A©<7j>^\'>/^^lC»

try hu-nn»W3 4'(cas*. peszh;-^

jfj
?I3S3'*lTl ,>;5o RttWlcli, H4<9 (A) IC5VTP

ES'N'y^(DPESA'y^7"i'a>rt(0 1 04(0

(D) lC,TVt*'7°->3>:7^-yUKrtCDx 04© (E)

(CjJVTP ES^-f^-l- • x-'^xyT'tClfy h b-
r- tfffitffffrtlfc y » /\ y ^«WW 2 2ti±fEP ES7"

^-f^- h • 7s-*xy7***K##rr*. *LTs P

ESXh'J-i*(0X7Dtry hU-l**±IBTP'vy$rSfc

figgp 2 3 Rtf bTy h b- h I+SSP 3 4 lc3££o

[003 1] fcf-v h b- htHW»3 41*, /vy $T*MffW

2 2 <fcyiM6ftfc±IEA*>lf-y h b- K WWt1—*W
7]Swa52 stc^y^j'iSx—s«^rkbp2 6^5^a*

73tT'y H/-hrrtILT7-'5'ttl7Dl6'«W3 6 KB 73

kf'y Kb- r-

[0 0 3 2] C4><l:5(c$B1b£flM 1TB, 'Vy##
«HI2 2#fi%B2 01, 2 02&tf2 0 3*3I*7 !f~*

^^95 2 3^21*. ^-LTTP^y-?"^J«gP2 3«fcy

TP^'yWt«*n5. S/c. r-*fiKgP2

—zv&nwwzvittMT--z\timm%i>2 5 3ic£

y, S I M'^y h**J»7r-*4J«»2 6^6^HB

d&en/ts 1 (o^mrsmcs^z^^y^i&R^iW
gP3 0(dHWtt2 7^ffioT$iJ^7£—S'ro^S<bS^ :&

T*. ^S4b/\" ,v77'2(D«H8WlfflSi1 2^iiLT^
•v>*/i/jitR*ijfflia5i 3T-^ic^u «fcs

3 ft^SOBSlft^-W^WaRWJWiSI 3 T^oTl^
5„ ^fi^b/\*-y7 7' 2 1 1. 2 1 2SIF2 1 30«»i*'J

;uawawww3 o«x-r ^^2 8**jwu ^it^f
—S?%jSJR-T*o ^S*tiyc7r-^t**S<bU-^7.^3
1 |CA,«. •S-LT. ^+>*/WBS?*JW»3 0a0 !'Ny

^*MfrW2 2«k 6<0lW«WS*iCJ:'3Ts PTS/DTS
TlfS7lgP3 2#s &m.it\sV7>* 3 1 rtCDx-^lC*

^tlTt^PTS/DTS^-B^SS^.^0 */c, ^-V>
*yujss?»jffliaJ3 o/j^erofi^^SKc cf^»pgp3 3 ic

T, '&WAt\s*J7*$ 3 1 rttDx-^ltC C=&f\ttJirrSo

kT-> h*U- r-l+ma53 4«, /S'y^WS5 2 2«fcyj&6

- W»7*-*IB?3W»P»2 5 *y S I M^-y r-<D^

•»Otfv h b- h^?#T> tt*tfy h b- h«lt*L
Tr-S»ai73§'Jtaig|53 6lCSU73ti*-v h b- r-^e^%c

tb73bi-y r-b-hB, A7371— r-b-r-^S I

tit-y Hfl>*««3i3*at>*C4:lckr'y h b— hftllffi

3 4 T'Bft»*n§c t—9 \&mm& 3 6 h b-
r-I+»gP3 4TttSL/ce-y h b- y@a£HK0tf

yH/-h*IJ»r4. tLT> PTS/DTStftW
^jisn, cc<M!Min*hfcf-*tt. hmvivpt*



(7) IfEST 1 1 -340935

7rtgPlcTT;-'5'ai^S'J®a51 9lC<fc^Ttii73L>-h :&

[0 0 3 3] Ltctf-?-z±&mi<Dm:mmic&t\& ft

73tfy h U- hi*. A73tfy h U- h • WW?*-**©

SkOfcl^afltfy h U- hT-tti^-r£C<b#pnfclc3:

y, RSftfcW©*asiJB#prre±:ft*-
[0034] *tc % ±itemitgkm<D&2<Dnmm£%
%>&m.it%m 5 0 ico^TS 5 £#HB L&tfSKW

r*. aasawfrtttry h nt-aws i tf

y h U- HtW«5 1 I*. *W<DIB«LTVftt*try h

\s-Y?-& A73SPJ: UMWflMWB? 5 2 fcilLTA7J
7s-* ©tfy hu-MiwHt** sfcfcjfsp^—s»aj^»i

h u- HtiWB*»TU73tfy h u- h^itsu
5s—$»tt73W»»3 6KSii73tfy H/-h?6^.
[0 0 3 5] LfctfoT±IB»2 0»BBW«>*«b8R
5 0(Cj:tl& ffl73tfy hU-htt* A73tfyhU-h

[0 0 3 6] ±E£mbSB©JS3®Slfli«£4
«^«<b^B5 5ico^Tia6*#!BL£tf58»iB?'

T5„ Rtt*«#tttfy HU-- Mt-»W5 6T*« 0 tf

y h U- h!t»SP5 61*. flTOlBttLTl^fcl^-y I*

U- h * A73nP<fc yJMWflWtf? 5 7 Jfclf 5 8

LTA^f-Si©t;7 hU-h-tS I > KDtfy h-

-5-LT> tfy hU-HW»5 6tt» tU

73 tfy h U- b^l+SU 5s—>W73«a»»3 61CHJ7J

tfy hl/-hSfi^5,
[0 0 3 7] L7htfoT±KS3©llfl6ffilU:<»:*U& US

73 tTy h U- hi*, A73tfy hl^-h-Wx—S*fltf>

tt!>*»,*tiJ73£y KU-l*"rtB73
-r*Cd:ii{ Rfl)6»cft

[0 0 3 8] ±IB*«ib8«<0*4©SI»«i:ft
3£S<bg»6 0lCOl^TE17£#i$L£tf518^

JSft*ff»W:tfy H Mt*«6 1 tf

y h U- hftflSP6 1 liv ^y ^7>t/TSP2 2 «fc y 3&6tf

U46A73X—SUCSft^nT^fcA^^—* 03 tfy h U-
Mt«U S fclfflf-*-ft73^352 5tfS S l/\°-7-y

h*«»Otry h U- K«WfclMffllt2 7£5iLT*#T
dS73tfy I- U- h*l+»U 7s-'Siai73S'J®SP3 6 tcdbi

73 try h U- htejt*. tfy b U- htt*»6

tfsas*n*. aj73tfy i-u-h*. kjit—s»<z>tfy

t-U-h^S I /^ry bO^fitRJHtf&foSC'iKtfy

hu-nt»aJ6ix»sitJi*n*. fcKu ±b«*
RJtLfc'»&tt» ±PM*±0*tHnS*©«*. tH73

tfy hU-h*±Pfi<tlciaSr^ TK<I£R£Lfc*l
T»ffl*TB*W-JWS*©»^ UJ73tTy HU-h

*TBMiJclftS"r*. ±HM*/TB«ca73tfy hU-

©gP3 o icR^ai73ify h u- h^e^-x «0x.t*Ti8<i

ai73tfy hb— hlci&Ufc^-vV^/US^^T-Po x—
*aj73$iJiSia53 6ti, tfy h U- htmSB6 1 Tlt»L
fctfy h U- h ICJ: V&HtWtZy h U-h«W
[0 0 3 9] Lfe38«-3T±l3*4«>»StffiHc*tll*x t±i

73 tfy I- U- hl*> A73tfy f* U- h • W»7*-*»©

tkODttfa^tfy hU-hTtll73-r^c:<i:*>tRl«Hc^

[0040] ±.i^m\tm^.(o^5onmmtrs.

**«««oa:^f«HlOW*7.hy-^*4

6 8 «<jHJd*nn^= coffin ny-^t*. wisEit^

hy-^^AStvSo *cof6ro^Ml@mi*x tfyhU
- hstB§P6 4t*fe5. tfy h U- hH"»gP6 41*. 'S

y #7*#rSI52 2 J: y S Sfr CttA^x--? lc»6^nT^

»2 5fr6Si /\'-7-y h*R»©tfy HU-h«WW«
3 5 *>i lti#t\ tirox h y -scorns tfy h u—
h (fHSfB^Eftfcfy hU— h) ZstUTZo tEtc*. 13

» LTl^t^SPCOA73^B <fc y$'J^«#«? 6 5 «^
LT> eiH^CDtfy h U- htffcTy h U- h-ttPSP6 4

lCA73*tl^o WBtfy hU-hliv A73x-^0)fy
hU-h^S I iVtv hO^SttJ^S^SCilctfy
HU-hltSai56 4T'l?I+e*tV^, /cTc'U l+^L/c

IBJR^ eaaStcRSLfcty h U- hd; yffilMIT^

0 tc£»b/W 7 z 6 8 (D^BS3? :&ai'ro

[004 1] L/c3b's -pT±ISm5(75llSS1?JttJ:n^ A
73 kfy h U- h • WW^-^WO^Rtt^HctyT»W

[0 0 4 2] *IC, ±|B*»l«R«)»6©*ttfl>Jtft

S*S'fb^»7 0(C-3t >'TIS19^#^U^:3b,56ltt^"r
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£ 0 «t> ±iBmi (Dmmmtmtezsittid^T&v}

7 h U- M+Bg|57 1 li, 'vy ^»*/tSP2 2 J; y 355fr

h^«»©kfy b U- h 3 5£>iLTl#T

73^7 t-U-b £7c, lf7 HU-bftf?BP7

£figgfl2 3U:&£o
[0 0 4 3] TP'Vy^Sfi)^ 3li, ±13*73^7 h

U— b=£, Ell 005 (A) leaf's 7 #CD, 1211 0(7)

(B) lC,^-r^^->3> • 7-f-/UK©s 010(7)

«n:ie«-r*.
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